II. TIME DOMAIN TRANSIENT STABILITY SIMULATION
The problem of power system transient stability simulation consists, basically, in the solution of an initial value problem for a mixed set of Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) and algebraic equation:
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where X represents the state variable vector and Y represents the nodal voltages of the network. In (3), Xo denotes the state vector at the initial time to in steady state conditions. For time domain solution, (1) can be discretized by the trapezoidal rule and rearranged as:
(4) h h and (2) can be written as the following format:
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where t = 1,2,...,T denotes time steps, h represents the step length. Equations (4) and (5) can be compacted in the form: c ..
~raditional methods solve this nonlinear system in a step by-step mode using Newton-type procedures. The linearized form of the nonlinear dif€erenwalgebraic equations for iterations at each time step can be described as:
is the network admittance matrix and Y , is a diagonal matrix abtaitled &an the derivatives of nonlinear load currents with respect to nodal voltages. The R, and RN represent the residuals in satisfjing (4) and (5) with the ament sstimates ofXand K
The solution of (7) exploits the block structure of the Jacobian matrix [ 121. Reduction of matrix gives the equation for AV as:
where &=Y+Y,+YG, and YG=-CG&BG isthesumofthe efExts of the generators on the admittance matrix. The righthand side of (8) is the network residuals modified by the efkct of doing a Newtun-type iteration. That is:
-JkAV = Rk Equations (8) and (10) can be solved iteratively to update VandXat each time step. The standard Newton's method is to calculate the Jacobian matrix for every iteration. "his method is characterid by quadratic convergence. Many production gra& programs iteratively solve these equations using VDHN method which does not update the Jacobian unless the system undergoes significant change or the itemtion number exceeds a pre-determined threshold value. In this case, the convergence is no longer quadratic but the solution sped is improved.
III. PARALLEL-IN-TIME FORMULATION
To present the parallel-in-time bnulation of Newton- Jacobian of has a block-lower triangular structure where the bandwidth is equal to I since the trapezoidal rule is used.
It is apparent that parallel-in-time approaches using this formulation may su& the waiting problem due to the coupling effects between neighboring time steps. To eliminate the coupling effects, relaxation schemes were prqmed to decompose equfion (11) in T independent nonlinear systems, each corresponding to a window time step [3, 4] . For each of the T independent nonlinear systems, Newtm-like procedure were used to solve the algebraic equations. The coupling Gffects denoted by the off-diagonal blocks of the global Jacobian matrix were concurrently neglected. Acmrding to the Gauss-Seidel-Newton method [4], the following formula can be used to update the variables corresponding to each time step of a window:
where t = U,--,T. It is known &om (4) and (5) that the effect of the time step (t-1) on time step t is fWy represented in evaluating the residual~o,.y,-,).
The global nonlinear systems can be solved in parallel using a pipelind-in-time fashion [4]. In the present implementation, a task scheduling scheme is presented for implementing the parallel-in-time algorithm (13) . The processing arrangement is shown in Fig. 1 As far as the first time step of a window is concerned, (10) is equivalent to a traditional Newton-like procedure. The convergence of the first time step of a window always precedes the convergence of the subsequent ones. As a result, processors for the earlier steps sit idle or do the redundant calculations after reaching convergence, and thus introduce inefficiencies. To reduce the p r o " idling, the traveling window technique [6] is used The converged first time step t of a window will be replaced with the first unassigned time step, which is actually at the end of the new window. Also the proposed initialization scheme c~n be used to give initial 
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In (7), the coefficient matrix AG is diagonally blocked since each machine only interacts with the rest of the system through the bus it attaches to. Thus the solution of this portion can be easily parallelized. However, the parallelization of the machine equations only is not enough to achieve high speedup gains because the network solution then becomes a serious bottleneck [5, 6] .
Tlie Wffident ma-J k in (8) is Wiially extnz"ly sparse, typically incidence symmetric, and with 2x2 blocked structure. The most efficient sequential method for solving this linear sparse matrix equation is accomplished using LU factorization followed by farward and backward substitutions. The factorization path tree is m e of the most important tools for understanding the fsctorization-based solution of sparse linear matrix equations, and it provides appropriate task models for parallel sparse kctorization and FfE3 substitutions [ll] . In this approach, we use the htorization path tree to develop a block clustering scheme suitable for p d l e l implementations on message passing multicomputers. The proposed netwurk clustering method can be seen as a generalization of the subtreeto-subcube mapping scheme [lo] .
A given factorization path tree can be partitioned into a n u m b of disjoint subtree by removing a (small) set of nodes fim the tree. The remod nodes form a separator of the hctorization path tree. Coarse grain parallelism can be achieved by grouping disjoint subfree& so €hat precedence relationships for each group are wholly contained within the group.
To implement the subtree-to-subcube mapping approach efficiently, a balanced elimination tree is desirable. However, popular fill-reducing ordering methods, such as the minimum degree algorithm and most of its variations, often produce unbalanced kctcwization path trees. when an unbalanced fhctorization path tree is partitioned, the sizes of the resulted disjoint subtrees are usually different. Thus, assigchg the system buses to processors directly with "one subtree to one processor" scheme may result in much Fig. 2(a) . The right-hand vector Rhc of the separator equations can be scheeailed accordingly. The distributed separator block matrix J&, and the network residual vector Rhq satisfy the followhg requirements: During the parallel faotorizatian phase, partial factorization halted before the distributed separator block of the Jacobian matrix can be conducted in parallel, as shown schematically in Fig. 2. Processors l,-, Fig. 2 , the partial factors 4 is used to perform forward substitution immediately on the same processor. In this course, the separator residuals vector RLq will be transferred into R&, (i=l,.-,p) . After the partial fsctorization and forward substitution described above have been conducted on the p p " , the following operations must be performed to obtain the 111 updated separator block matrix and righthand vector:
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The above computations imply that global sum operations are required. An MPI "AllReduce" collective computation operation [17J can be used to accomplish the required communications and computations. MPI global reduction operations can perform a global reduce operation (such as sum, max, etc.) across all the processors of a group. An allreduce collective computation returns the result of the reduction at all processors in the group. Therefore, after the collective computation operation, each of the p processors obtains a copy of matrix JL and vector Ric of the separator equations. Then, the solution of the separator equations can be conducted on the p processors concurrently. Though no speedup gain improvement can be achieved when all processars perform the very same calculations, the proposed processing scheme can eliminate the communication requirement during the backward substitution phase since the solution elements of the separator buses are "local" data for all the processors. Therefare, only one MPI collective computation operation is required during each iteration. When the factorized network matrices stored in each procesor are reused in a VDHN iteration, there is still only one h@l collective computation operation required during the forward substitution phase, and no communication operation needed during the backward substitution phase.
The proposed scheduling scheme can reduce the communication overhead and increase the amount of the mintcomputation during each iteration. The coarse grain scheduling scheme is suitable for implementations on message passing parallel computers.
C. Parallel-in-Space and in-Time Implementation Fig. 3 illustrate the implementation scheme for the parallel-in-space and in-time approach with p processors working on one integration step and T time steps being processed simultanewsly. The P, represents the group of p pr -s wormg in patallel w the time sfep t, wllere t=l,2,.-,T. To exploit the parallelism-in-space, the p processars in the group P, (t=i&-,T) is scheduled according to the scheduling scheme described in the previous subsection. MPI intracommunkator is used for communicsltion among the group of processors where collective computation operations are required. To exploit the parallelism-in-time, h4PI interwmmmicator is used for communication between processors that processing the same cluster of the network on difWent time steps. During ea& iteration, the p processom of group P, solve the system equations of the current iteration exploiting parallelism-inspace. After the iteration, each of thep proceossrs sends the state variables and voltage vector belonging to the corresponding cluster to the processor calculating the same cluster in group P,+l, and receives data fiom correspanding processor in group P,-l. To implement the traveling window approach, group PI should also send mewages to group PI. When group PI works on the first time step ofthe current window, the data received fiom PT will not be used.
However, when the first time step achieves convergence, the @oup PI -hill work on the time step (T+l). Then, the data received from processor PT will be used by group PI for solving the new time step. The main &atme ofthe praposed implementation scheme is that the communication pattern is fixed until the last window of the study interval, where the groups of processors at different time steps exit in the order of their convergence and the last step processors exit last. where Tp and T, are the shares of parallelizable and the sequential part, and TOM represents the overheads. For the parallel-in-space algorithm, the sequential computing time T, is mainly derived &om the serial processing of the separator network equations and the overhead ToH is mainly the time spent 0x1 the communication operations. When more processors are used, the original networks have to be partitioned into more independent, well-balanced clusters by applying the proposed clustering scheme. However, increasing the number of independent clusters may cause a comsponding increase in the size of the separator group, thereby decreasing the parallelizable computational loads, i.e., the sequential overhead T, will increase while T- This means that on modern parallel compufing systems, it is quite possible to achieve the real time transient stability simulation for very large power systems.
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With the same number of available processors, exploiting diffefent w e e of parallelism-fn-space and parallelism-intime may resuit in much different speedup gain results, as shown in Table 2 . During the tests, we found that the maximum achievable speedup gains of the parallel-in-time algorithm is lower than that obtained with the proposed parallel-in-space implementation of the VDHN algorithm.
The main factors limit the speedup gains of a parallel-intime algorithm are the sequential amvergence nature of the algorithm and the load balancing problem when VDHN method is used. Obviously, there is an Optimal arrangement for a given case, which is shown from Table 2 to be using 6 nodes working on one time step and 4 time steps Wig solved concurrently when 24 SP2 nodes are used.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the implementation of parallel transient stability analysis algorithms on a message passing multicomputer were presented. For the proposed parallel-inspace algorithm, the communication overhead and sequential overhead cause a fast saturation in speedup gains when large parallelism-in-space is exploited. High spcedup gains are achieved when a moderate de@= of both parallelism-inspace and in-time are exploited Modem message passing hardware and software provide high computational capability and allow the developed codes portable to other architectures. Effectively utilizing thw parallel systems that have several tens of fast processing units, it is quite possible to achieve the real time transient stability analysis for very large power systems.
